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TAILORING THE HARDWARE TO YOUR CONTROL SYSTEM*
E. Björklund, S.A. Baily, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, U.S.A.
In the very early days of computerized accelerator
control systems the entire control system, from the
operator interface to the front-end data acquisition
hardware, was custom designed and built for that one
machine. This was expensive, but the resulting product
was a control system seamlessly integrated (mostly) with
the machine it was to control. Later, the advent of
standardized bus systems such as CAMAC, VME, and
CANBUS, made it practical and attractive to purchase
commercially available data acquisition and control
hardware. This greatly simplified the design but required
that the control system be tailored to accommodate the
features and eccentricities of the available hardware.
Today we have standardized control systems (Tango,
EPICS, DOOCS) using commercial hardware on
standardized busses. With the advent of FPGA technology
and programmable automation controllers (PACs &
PLCs) it now becomes possible to tailor commercial
hardware to the needs of a standardized control system
and the target machine.
In this paper, we will discuss our experiences with
tailoring a commercial industrial I/O system to meet the
needs of the EPICS control system and the LANSCE
accelerator. We took the National Instruments Compact
RIO platform, embedded an EPICS IOC in its processor,
and used its FPGA backplane to create a “standardized”
industrial I/O system (analog in/out, binary in/out,
counters, and stepper motors) that meets the specific
needs of the LANSCE accelerator.

BACKGROUND
The 800 MeV proton accelerator at the Los Alamos
Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) was designed and
built in the 1960’s. The original design included a
custom-built computer control system based on a custombuilt data acquisition system that we called RICE
(“Remote Information and Control Equipment”) [1]. In
the 1980’s, with the advent of the CAMAC standard, we
adapted our control system to use both CAMAC and
RICE. Then, in the 1990’s, we introduced both VME and
EPICS into our control system. This required a lot of
adaptation – old control systems to new hardware, new
control systems to old hardware, and new and old control
systems to each other.
While it is nice to keep up with new technology,
unfortunately it did not mean that we got to eliminate any
of the old technology. And so, in the 2000’s we found
ourselves supporting a control system that included three
generations of hardware technology (RICE, CAMAC, and
VME) and two generations of software technology
(EPICS and the legacy control system).

Now, at last, we have the opportunity to start phasing
out our old hardware and software. The only way to make
this economically feasible, however, was to use hardware
that could a) interface with the accelerator the way the
accelerator equipment was designed, and b) provide a
straightforward interface to the new software (EPICS).
And so we began exploring the use of programmable
hardware solutions.

THE NEW LANSCE INDUSTRIAL I/O
SYSTEM
For our first test case we decided to replace the
Industrial I/O (IIO) portion of one RICE module with a
commercial programmable logic controller (PLC). We
defined “Industrial I/O” to encompass the basic, nontime-critical, non-closed-loop, and non-safety-critical
functions of the control system. The PLC system worked
well, but we discovered that it was not fast enough for
some of our IIO binary output channels. It also could not
time ADC reads to avoid the noise induced on the system
by the accelerating RF.
For our next iteration, we traded the PLC for a National
Instruments Compact RIO system, which is about as
environmentally rugged as a PLC, but can also be several
orders of magnitude faster. In the Compact RIO system,
I/O cards plug directly into an FPGA. The FPGA can be
programmed using LabVIEW, which gets translated into
VHDL and then into the FPGA bitmap.
The standard RICE-replacement system we constructed
is an 8-slot Compact RIO system that features 64 binary
input channels, 32 sinking binary output channels, 8 solid
state relay binary output channels, 32 analog input
channels, 16 analog output (DAC) channels, and 4 stepper
motor channels. The analog inputs can be triggered in
order to avoid RF noise. Variants of the standard system
are possible, and may replace some functionality (e.g.
stepper motors) with other functionality (e.g. counters).
In most cases, one (IIO) chassis can service all the
industrial I/O channels in one RICE module. Details of
the specific implementation can be found in the
companion paper [2].

ADAPTING THE COMPACT RIO TO RICE
The specific features of the RICE system that we
wanted to emulate in our new IIO controller were:
 Timing the ADC reads to avoid RF-induced noise
 Multiple protocols for binary output commands.
 Knob-friendly stepper motors.
 Easy on-line reconfiguration
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Binary Output Protocols
The LANSCE control system uses four different
command protocols for binary output channels. These
are:
 Command Only: The simplest protocol. Turn it on
and it goes on. Turn it off and it goes off.
 Command With Latchback: The most complex
protocol and the most common protocol used by
RICE. Each command channel has an associated
readback channel. The command value tracks to the
value of the readback channel until a command is
issued. The command value is held for a specified
“hold time”, allowing time for the readback to reflect
the new command value before the command
channel starts tracking it again. Latchback channels
are useful when a device can be commanded from
multiple sources.
 Momentary Normally Open: The command
channel is normally low. Writing a 0 to the channel
has no effect. Writing a 1 to the channel causes the
device to change state. When a 1 is written, the
command channel will be held high for the specified
hold time, after which it reverts to low. A
“momentary normally open” channel with a
latchback is useful for implementing fault/reset
logic.
 Momentary Normally Closed: The same protocol
as “momentary normally open” except that the
command output is inverted.
CAMAC and VME systems require a different card type
for each of four binary output protocols. Even more card
types are required if the hold times are implemented in
hardware.
By programming the protocol into the
controller, we were able to implement all the binary
command channels with only two card types.

Control Knobs and Stepper Motors
One of the unique features of our original control
system is its heavy reliance on stepper motors as the
primary analog output device and assignable control
knobs as the primary analog output interface. This was a
problem when we started to integrate EPICS into the
control system because EPICS is not very good at
implementing control knobs and particularly bad at
controlling stepper motors with control knobs.
Consequently, we spent a lot of time adapting our EPICS
system to work well with control knobs [3].
A problem that can occur when knobbing a stepper
motor is that the pulses can accumulate faster than the
motor can turn, resulting in overshooting the intended
target. We avoid this problem by limiting the output of
the control knobs to only the number of pulses that can be
accumulated in a fifth of a second. We also programmed
the stepper motor controller to preempt the current pulse
stream whenever a new pulse stream is received. In this
way we guarantee that the device will stop moving when
the knob stops turning.
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Instead of using a stepper motor card, we chose to
implement our stepper motor controller with a simple
binary output card. This allowed us to program in the
exact pulse width, speed and ramping characteristics that
the accelerator equipment expected from RICE.

Stem Cells and Reconfiguration
In the RICE system, when you needed to change the
protocol of a binary output channel, or give it a different
readback, you simply moved a jumper or re-routed a wire.
Typically this could be accomplished in a matter of
minutes and did not disturb any of the other equipment
controlled by that RICE module. To accomplish this same
task with an FPGA, first the FGPA source code must be
changed. Then (in the case of Compact RIO) the source
code must be translated into VHDL. Then the bitmap
needs to be reconstructed from the VHDL (a potentially
lengthy process). Finally, the Compact RIO system must
be taken off-line while the bitmap is re-flashed and the
Compact RIO rebooted.
Reconfiguration occurs more frequently than one who
is not accustomed to the workings of an accelerator
laboratory might think. In order to minimize the amount
of time it takes to reconfigure our FPGA systems, we
adopted a “Stem Cell” approach. Under this approach,
the FPGA code for a binary output channel (for example)
resembles a biological stem cell. A binary output “stem
cell” has the possibility of becoming any command type
(command only, latch-back, momentary open, or
momentary closed), using any binary input for its
readback, and having any hold time between 0 and 65
seconds (in millisecond intervals). The “stem cell” does
not take on a specific function until it receives instructions
from a configuration process. The configuration process
reads a configuration file and assigns the specified
functions to the stem cells. Configuration runs at startup,
but can be invoked again at anytime. Thus it is possible
to completely reconfigure the action and behavior of a
binary output channel “in vivo” without any interruption
of service.
The chief drawback of the “stem cell” approach is that
it requires more FPGA real estate per channel. When we
first tried this approach on a Virtex 2 FPGA, we only had
enough space to implement 11 binary output channels.
After upgrading to a Virtex 5, however, we had more than
enough room for 40 binary output channels and 64 binary
input channels.
Binary outputs are not the only stem cells in our
system. We can also dynamically configure the dynamic
range and trigger of our analog input channels, the pulse
rate and (to some extent) the ramp up rate of our stepper
motor channels, and the integration time of our counter
channels.

EMBEDDING THE CONTROL SYSTEM
IN THE HARDWARE
Perhaps one of the most dramatic ways to tailor the
hardware to your control system is to actually embed it
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CONCLUSION
Not only has the Compact RIO IIO controller worked
well as a replacement for RICE, but with some minor
tweaks we found it also works well as a replacement for
CAMAC. To date we have replaced two RICE modules
and two CAMAC crates with our standard Compact RIO
IIO systems. The three things that have contributed to
this success have been 1) the ability to program the
controllers, which allowed us to interface with existing
accelerator equipment, 2) embedding the control system
in the controller, which simplified the software interface,
and 3) the ability to reconfigure the interface on-line.
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within the hardware. Many commercial products such as
PLCs, PACs, Serial Controllers, and beam diagnostics
employ an embedded processor running a real-time or
“near” real-time operating system. This raises the
possibility of actually embedding the control system (or at
least the “front end” part of the control system) in the
device’s processor and letting it interact directly with the
vendor’s code. One of the strengths of belonging to a
control system collaboration is that vendors have been
willing to entertain and even market this ability. We have
already seen this with products from Instrumentation
Technologies [4], Moxa [5], National Instruments [6],
Yokogawa [7], and ZTEC Instruments [8].
The Compact RIO uses a power-PC running the
vxWorks real-time operating system.
National
Instruments and CosyLab collaborated with us to install a
complete EPICS I/O Controller (IOC) on the Compact
RIO. The EPICS software runs concurrently with the
National Instruments software and communicates with it
using a shared memory interface concept originally
pioneered at the Spallation Neutron Source [9].
One immediate advantage of embedding the control
system is that data displayed on the operator screens now
comes directly from the Compact RIO. With the PLC, the
data had to go from the PLC to an EPICS IOC and then to
the operator screen. Another advantage is that the
Compact RIO is now able to take advantage of all the
EPICS utilities such as archiving, bumpless reboot, access
security, alarm handling, performance diagnostics, and
our local software for making control knobs work well
with EPICS. A final advantage is that the Compact RIO
system may also access other local devices that have
Ethernet interfaces – such as, for example, a PLC.
One final topic worth mentioning is that FPGAs are
now coming equipped with hard and soft-core processors,
making it possible to embed the control system right on
the FPGA. Some examples can be found in [10], [11],
and [12].
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